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Abstract: Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC) will be a technology pillar of forthcoming 5G
networks. Nonetheless, there is a great interest in also deploying MEC solutions in current 4G
infrastructures. MEC enables data processing in proximity to end users. Thus, latency can be
minimized, high data rates locally achieved, and real-time information about radio link status or
consumer geographical position exploited to develop high-value services. To consolidate network
elements and edge applications on the same virtualization infrastructure, network operators aim
to combine MEC with Network Function Virtualization (NFV). However, MEC in NFV integration
is not fully established yet: in fact, various architectural issues are currently open, even at
standardization level. This paper describes a novel MEC in an NFV system which successfully
combines, at management level, MEC functional blocks with an NFV Orchestrator, and can neutrally
support any “over the top” Mobile Edge application with minimal integration effort. A specific
ME app combined with an end-user app for the provision of immersive video services is presented.
To provide low latency, CPU-intensive services to end users, the proposed architecture exploits
High-Performance Computing resources embedded in the edge infrastructure. Experimental results
showing the effectiveness of the proposed architecture are reported and discussed.
Keywords: Multi-access Edge Computing; Network Function Virtualization; Orchestration;
video processing; immersive video; virtualization

1. Introduction
The recent rise of data-intensive services, such as video streaming, social networking, and gaming,
has triggered an explosion of mobile traffic, with the specific need to achieve higher data
rates per user. Concurrently, novel business segments—e.g., automotive, smart manufacturing,
and healthcare—have contributed significantly to the demand for ultra-reliable low-latency and
massive machine-type communications.
Forthcoming 5th Generation (5G) mobile networks are being designed to satisfy such requirements,
and to take advantage of the convergence of the telecom world with the Cloud Computing
paradigm [1,2].
The adoption of Cloud Computing in communication infrastructures addresses the need of
telecom operators to cut operational costs, improve flexibility, and reduce service deployment time.
In this context, Network Function Virtualization (NFV) and Software-Defined Networking (SDN)
play a crucial role by enabling the deployment of network services as cloud applications in large,
centralized data centers, usually located in the network core [3].
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On the other hand, this widely acclaimed approach can provide unsatisfactory results whenever
a service requires low response times and/or high data rates, due to bottlenecks in the data-path to or
from end users.
Thus, pushed by the need to process data in proximity to consumers, network operators are
carefully considering the deployment of Information Technology (IT) resources at the network edge,
as envisioned by the Edge Computing paradigm [4].
Edge Computing makes it possible to minimize transmission delay and achieve high data rates
locally. Furthermore, applications running at the edge can exploit specific real-time information
provided by the Radio Access Network, such as radio link status or the geographic location of
consumers [4,5].
To promote the adoption of Edge Computing, in 2014 the European Telecommunications
Standards Institute (ETSI) launched the Mobile Edge Computing Industry Specification Group
(ISG) Mobile Edge Computing (renamed Multi-access Edge Computing in 2016), which is releasing
guidelines for the deployment of MEC systems in 4G and, in perspective, in 5G networks [6–8].
In this context, a topic of significant interest is the integration of MEC with NFV. Mobile network
operators, in fact, aim to consolidate Virtual Network Functions (VNFs) and Mobile Edge (ME)
apps on top of the same infrastructure, to maximize their return of investment in virtualization
technology [9,10].
However, despite the considerable amount of work already done, the development of an MEC in
an NFV system can still present many challenges, some of which (to the best of the authors’ knowledge)
have not been adequately addressed yet.
The first difficulties typically encountered—as results clearly from Reference [10]—are at the
architectural level, due to some known problems in integrating the MEC and NFV frameworks in
accordance with the corresponding reference standards. Presently, ETSI Standardization groups focus
on a list of fourteen MEC in NFV integration open issues, some of which could even require changes to
the current MEC specifications [10]. Nonetheless, industrial players need to find practical solutions to
such problems in the short term, to rapidly respond to the rising demand for commercial ME systems.
A second important aspect concerning MEC is how end users can effectively access the services
offered by ME apps. Recently, consumers’ preferences have shown a shift from standard voice calls and
text messaging to advanced video activities and social networking, carried out through their tablets or
smartphones [11,12]. During sporting events, concerts, or in touristic locations, consumers increasingly
often wish to originate and share media contents in groups of peers, rather than merely receiving them
from a centralized media distribution system.
However, most of the works available concerning MEC focus on traditional video networking
functionalities, such as video caching or video streaming [5,13–24]. Conversely, the problem of
successfully combining end-user apps and ME apps to provide interactive and immersive video
services to consumers on a peer-to-peer basis is a topic that has received little attention from researchers
so far.
Finally, to provide high-resolution video services, ME apps necessarily originate CPU-intensive
workloads. Unfortunately, moving resource-demanding video applications from large data centers to
the edge infrastructure can be a difficult task. The IT resources available at the network edge are often
subject to strict constraints in terms of power consumption, thermal dissipation, or space occupation,
which can severely limit their compute performance. In this case, the use of High-Performance
Computing (HPC) devices, such as Graphics Processing Unit(s) (GPUs), could provide significant
benefits [25]. Nonetheless, though some results about the use of offloading techniques in virtualization
infrastructure are available [22,25], the analysis of the computing performance achievable by ME
systems when performing video-processing tasks has not been thoroughly analyzed yet.
As a contribution to the development of an effective MEC in an NFV framework, this paper
describes a novel experimental ME system, which can provide some simple and effective solutions to
the problems discussed above.
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At the management level, the proposed system combines some specific MEC functional blocks
with a standard NFV Orchestrator (NFVO, [26]) and solves most of the main practical integration issues
listed in Reference [10]. Moreover, the resulting architecture can straightforwardly re-use available
NFV frameworks and makes it possible to easily upgrade already deployed NFVOs into ME systems,
capable of running both standard VNFs and ME apps.
As an example, this paper focuses on the Italtel i-Enhanced Video System (EVS), an ME app
specifically developed to provide innovative video services to consumers during crowded events [24].
Besides demonstrating the capabilities of the system to manage ME apps, the use of i-EVS also
highlights the advantages that MEC can provide compared to a standard NFV framework in the
provision of an immersive video-processing appliance.
The i-EVS services can be easily accessed through any browser. Nonetheless, to improve
consumers’ Quality of Experience (QoE), an ad hoc end-user app downloadable on end-user devices
has been developed, to demonstrate how an end-to-end integrated service can fully exploit the
potentialities offered by MEC for peer-to-peer media content sharing.
A prototypal version of the proposed architecture has been implemented in a real-life testbed,
and integrated into a 4G Long Term Evolution (LTE) network, by adopting a “Distributed SGW with
Local Breakout (SGWLBO)” approach, which can evolve to a 5G network architecture [27].
The virtualization infrastructure has been realized using portable servers hosting GPUs, to achieve
the required compute performance and satisfy the energy consumption and space occupation
constraints typically encountered at the network edge. In particular, the use of GPUs is analyzed,
and the gain they can provide in terms of processing performance, energy consumption, and space
saving quantitatively is evaluated through ad hoc experiments.
The structure of the paper is as follows. The next section introduces the main MEC and NFV
concepts and summarizes the state of the art in MEC-NFV integration. Moreover, it provides a survey
of traditional video-processing services at the network edge, to highlight the advances made possible
by the proposed approach. Section 3 describes the presented ME system architecture and analyzes in
detail two fundamental ME app management activities, i.e., on-boarding and instantiation, to show
how the main MEC in NFV integration issues can be overcome. Section 4 describes the overall i-EVS
frameworks, consisting of an ME app running on top of the proposed ME system, and an end-user app
to be downloaded on end users’ devices. Finally, in Section 5, an overview of the implemented physical
testbed is given, and the obtained experimental results are summarized and discussed. Such results
can represent a benchmark to characterize the computing performance achievable at the network edge
in the presence of energy consumption constraints.
The activities described in this study have been carried out within the European Commission
Horizon 2020 5G Essence project, under Grant Agreement No. 761592.
2. Related Work
MEC and NFV are complementary frameworks, defined in many quite complex ETSI
specifications. For the sake of clarity and completeness, this section begins by summarizing the most
relevant MEC and NFV concepts and highlights their common aspects and significant differences.
2.1. The ETSI MEC Framework and Its Reference Architecture
MEC enables the implementation of ME apps as cloud applications, running on top of an open
infrastructure located in proximity to end users.
The MEC reference framework is described in References [6–8]. In particular, Reference [6]
provides a glossary of terms, Reference [7] specifies MEC requirements, and Reference [8] details the
overall architecture, its constituting elements, and the related reference points.
MEC standardization activities are still ongoing; hence, interested readers should rely on the
official ETSI specifications for an updated description of the framework (all the documents published
by ETSI MEC are available at https://www.etsi.org/technologies-clusters/technologies/multi-access-
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edge-computing under the “Specifications” tab.). Nonetheless, below, we will briefly summarize some
concepts
extensively used throughout this paper.
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The host level includes two management blocks, i.e., the ME platform manager, and the
Virtualization Infrastructure Manager (VIM). The ME platform manager provides:
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A VNF runs as a software appliance over an NFV Infrastructure (NFVI) [30]; it may have one or
multiple internal VNF components (VNFCs), each running in a virtual machine, and can be chained
with other VNFs and/or Physical Network Functions to realize a network service (NS).
A major element in NFV is the Management and Orchestration (MANO) block, composed of
the Virtualized Infrastructure Manager (VIM), the VNF Manager (VNFM), and the NFV Orchestrator
(NFVO). It orchestrates the allocation of resources required by NSs and VNFs, and manages their
lifecycle and the NFVI.
To describe the on-boarding process of ME apps into an ME system, we will make extensive use of
the concept of the VNF Package [33,34]. A VNF Package contains all the necessary files and meta-data
descriptors required to validate and instantiate a VNF, i.e.:

•
•
•
•

The VNF Descriptor (VNFD);
The software images needed to run the VNF;
The Manifest file that provides package integrity and authenticity;
(Optional) additional files to manage the VNF.

The VNF Descriptor is a template that defines the necessary resources to run the VNF, and its
behavior in lifecycle management. It specifies connectivity, interfaces, and performance requirements
to establish the Virtual Links (VLs) between VNFC instances, or between a VNF instance and the
endpoints to other VNFs.
To manage NSs, the NFV MANO relies on the NS Descriptor (NSD). The NSD references the
descriptors of all the components of an NS, including the VL Descriptors and the VNF forwarding
graph, which defines the topology of the NS [35].
2.3. MEC and NFV Framework Integration
ETSI MEC has carried out a specific activity to integrate MEC and NFV; Reference [10] summarizes
the results obtained and Figure 3 shows the proposed MEC in NFV reference architecture.
The ETSI MEC in an NFV framework relies on three basic assumptions:

•
•
•

The ME platform is deployed as a VNF;
ME apps are deployed as VNFs;
The virtualization infrastructure is deployed as an NFVI, and is managed by a VIM.

Unfortunately, such simple statements have a significant impact on the original MEC architecture
outlined in Reference [8], bringing about relevant changes in the scheme shown in Figure 1 [10].
In particular, in MEC in NFV, the ME host is no longer present, since both the ME platform and
the ME apps run as VNFs in the NFVI. Moreover, the ME platform manager becomes the “Mobile Edge
Platform Manager—NFV” (MEPM-V) shown in Figure 3, delegating application lifecycle management
to one or more VNFM(s). Finally, the Mobile Edge Orchestrator is transformed into the “Mobile Edge
Application Orchestrator” (MEAO) [10].
The MEAO is connected with the MEPM-V through Mm3, to carry out configuration activities.
In Figure 3, Mm3 is indicated as Mm3*, with an asterisk to highlight that this reference point will
necessarily be changed, due to the split between MEPM-V and VNFM introduced by Reference [10].
The integration of MEC and NFV has attracted the attention of many researchers, and a
state-of-the-art analysis can be found in References [9,36,37]. The work described in Reference [9]
provides an overview of MEC, and discusses the interaction with NFV, while Reference [36] introduces
the adoption of the Open Baton orchestrator in MEC. However, Reference [36] focuses on supporting
the deployment of container-based network services, while the MEC management aspects considered
in this work are not discussed. Reference [37] proposes NFVO+, a single enhanced NFV MANO
modified to deal both with VNFs and ME apps. The present paper, conversely, aims to present an
MEC part that is agnostic with respect to the adopted NFV framework, and can thus be combined with
any, even already deployed, NFVO.
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The subject of real-time video transcoding in a distributed heterogeneous environment is
addressed in Reference [20]. The performance of the proposed system scales as the number of nodes
increases, up to the point that the scheduler for video frames distribution becomes a bottleneck.
Previous works carried out by some of the authors, such as References [21,22], are related
to hardware and software acceleration at the network edge, and GPU utilization in NFV-only
environments; Reference [23] discusses the use of GPUs to accelerate the VP8 Video encoder,
while Reference [24] introduces immersive video services.
All the discussed works focus on traditional video networking applications, in which consumers
receive the selected media contents from a central or distributed delivery system. This paper goes
beyond such results since it addresses services in which users can originate and share high-quality
media contents (also in real-time), by using a specific ME app (i-EVS) on top of an integrated MEC in
an NFV environment equipped with High-Performance Computing (GPUs), and a related end-user
app which runs on the end users’ devices.
3. Overall Architecture of the Proposed ME System
This section introduces the block scheme of the proposed ME system architecture and illustrates
some relevant aspects of its behavior through the description of two fundamental activities it can
carry out.
3.1. The ME System Block Diagram
The block diagram in Figure 4 summarizes the overall architecture of the proposed ME system.
At the management level, it includes elements from a standard NFV framework, complemented with
three blocks
provide
specific MEC functionalities, i.e., the CFS portal, the OSS, and the MEAO.
Computers
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3.2. ME App On‐Boarding and Instantion Example in Crowded Event Scenarios
Service providers and app developers interact with ME systems through the CFS portal, which
represents the entry point for third parties, and is intended to reproduce the quite successful
approach adopted by public cloud platforms.
Through the CFS portal, service providers can instantiate ME apps, such as the i‐EVS, in specific
venues where a crowded event might occur: a stadium for a concert or a sporting match, a touristic
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The NFVO is provided by Open Baton, an available and well-established open source NFV
framework [26]. The Open Baton NFVO includes the VNF Managers (VNFMs). However, no restriction
applies to this aspect, and external VNFMs could also be adopted.
The SGWLBO VNF shown in Figure 4 implements both the ME platform and the ME data plane.
In this study, the SGWLBO VNF and its Element Management System are provided by Athonet.
They make it possible to integrate the ME system into a 4G LTE network, in accordance with the
“Distributed SGW with Local Break Out” scheme defined in Reference [27]. A detailed description of
the SGWLBO VNF block is given in Section 3.4.
The MEAO invokes operations towards the NFVO adopting a master/slave approach via the
MEC Mv1 reference point [8]. To use an ETSI-standard NFVO, we will assume Mv1 equivalent to the
ETSI NFV Os-Ma-nfvo reference point [29]; thus, Mv1 inherits the interfaces and operations defined
for Os-Ma-nfvo [10]. For the same reason, Mv2 and Mv3 correspond to the NFV reference points
Ve-Vnfm-em and Ve-Vnfm-vnf, respectively ([10], issues #4 and #5).
The MEPM-V block is given by the combination of the Element Management Systems of the
SGWLBO VNF and the i-EVS VNF; it interacts with the MEAO through the modified Mm3* reference
point [10]. Additionally, Mm3* inherits the configuration requirements, originally defined for Mm2
in [7,10].
The NFVI is a standard virtualized infrastructure in accordance with ETSI NFV. The NFVI used
includes computing Hardware (HW) accelerators, in particular GPUs by NVIDIA. The hypervisor
is KVM, and GPUs are assigned to the corresponding VNFs using the PCI passthrough mode [25].
The VIM is Openstack [38].
To better clarify the functionalities offered by the proposed framework, in the following paragraph
we describe a possible realistic scenario of its use.
3.2. ME App On-Boarding and Instantion Example in Crowded Event Scenarios
Service providers and app developers interact with ME systems through the CFS portal,
which represents the entry point for third parties, and is intended to reproduce the quite successful
approach adopted by public cloud platforms.
Through the CFS portal, service providers can instantiate ME apps, such as the i-EVS, in specific
venues where a crowded event might occur: a stadium for a concert or a sporting match, a touristic
location at seasonal peak periods, a mall, etc. [24]. In this way, participants at the event can benefit
from the high-value services provided by ME apps running on top of local IT resources.
Very often, the manager of the venue—e.g., a commercial landlord, enterprise, or municipality,
could be the owner of the local infrastructure and may be willing to rent it to different telecom operators.
In this case, it (or a collaborating service provider) assumes the role of Neutral Host, as envisioned and
supported by organizations such as the Small Cell Forum [39]. The Neutral Host provides services to
different operators wishing to exploit the infrastructure in a particular location, and collaborates in the
definition of a solution that is commercially and technically viable for operators.
In this paper, however, for simplicity reasons, we will assume that the entire network, the ME
system and the underlying network infrastructure are provided by a single telecom operator,
responsible for the entire network up to the infrastructure at the edge.
This scenario clearly highlights the importance of two types of interaction of service providers
and developers with the ME system, i.e., Me app on-boarding (performed by the developer) and ME
app instantiation (performed by the service provider). We will describe such interactions in detail in
the following paragraphs.
3.2.1. ME App On-Boarding
To on-board their ME apps to an ME system, developers must create an MEC Application Package
(MAP), and upload it through the CFS portal.
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3.2.2. ME App Instantiation
After the on-boarding process has been completed, a service provider can instantiate an ME app
of interest on a selected NFVI, by using the CFS portal and through the OSS.
Upon receiving an ME app instantiation request, the MEAO invokes standard operations towards
the NFVO through Mv1 (see Figure 4), which is assumed to be equivalent to the standard NFV
Os-Ma-nfvo reference point [40,41]. The MEAO also performs additional activities, to complete
the ME app instantiation process for all those aspects falling outside the scope of NFV and that an
ETSI-standard NFVO usually cannot deal with [10].
To focus on the interactions between MEAO and NFVO, we will make the simplifying assumption
here (illustrated in Figure 6) that the SGWLBO VNF, with five related VLs—namely, S1-U-vl2, S5-vl4,
LBO-vl5, S11-vl3, and OAM—is included in an NS, which is already in service when the ME app
Computers 2018, process
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received by end users travel within such specific tunnels, set up under the supervision of the network
3.3. The SGWLBO Data Plane

In the ME system presented in this paper, the ME platform and data plane are both implemented
in the SGWLBO VNF provided by Athonet. In particular, SGWLBO must carry out the non‐trivial
process of terminating GTP‐U tunnels. In the literature, different approaches have been proposed for
the appropriate handling of GTP‐U data [27]. Among these, the “Local Breakout at the SGW” scheme
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control plane; hence, they cannot be directly processed by ME apps, which typically do not have the
necessary control information to deal with GTP-U [27]. Conversely, the SGWLBO VNF, which includes
the MEC data plane and cooperates with the SGW functional block, can terminate GTP-U tunnels,
and thus make available “de-tunnelized” plain IP user data on the LBO-vl5 link (leftmost blue bar in
Figure 6).
In this study, as suggested by Reference [10], ME app VNFs are included in NSs, consisting of one
(or more) VNF, and a set of corresponding VLs, which, during the instantiation process, can be suitably
connected to the ones offered by the SGWLBO NS. The final result of this process is summarized
in Figure 6, which, besides the SGWLBO NS, also shows the instantiated NS, including the i-EVS
ME VNF.
The i-EVS VNF consists of three VNFCs, namely dB, VTU, and eSTORE. Besides two management
VLs (the orange and pink bars in Figure 6), the corresponding NS also includes the LBOievs VL.
From the previous discussion, one can easily verify that consumer data traveling through the S1 and S5
interfaces in the mobile network can be made available to the i-EVS ME VNF as plain IP data through
the interconnection of LBO-vl5 with the LBOievs VL.
In the proposed architecture, the MEAO requires the NFVO to set the NS including the ME app
VNF through standard NFV operations [40,41]. Specifically, the MEAO relies on the interface “NS Life
Cycle Management” of the Os-Ma-nfvo reference point, which makes it possible to invoke NS lifecycle
management operations towards the NFVO [40,41].
The MEAO interaction with the NFVO can thus be summarized by the following steps:

•
•
•

MEAO invokes the instantiation of the NS, including the ME app VNF;
MEAO subscribes to NFVO notifications, related to such NS;
MEAO queries the NFVO to retrieve the required information, related to this NS.

The notification originated by the NFVO at the end of the NS instantiation process is the trigger
to start the third step of the above procedure.
The MEAO uses the information retrieved from the NFVO to complete the ME app instantiation.
In the example shown in Figure 6, once the MEAO has retrieved the dB Connection Point IP address,
it can create the corresponding DNS and traffic routing rules. Such information is sent to the Element
Management System of the SGWLBO VNF via Mm3* [10]. In this way, the ME platform can set the
DNS server included in SGWLBO, to properly forward the user data traffic to the corresponding
i-EVS instance.
3.3. The SGWLBO Data Plane
In the ME system presented in this paper, the ME platform and data plane are both implemented
in the SGWLBO VNF provided by Athonet. In particular, SGWLBO must carry out the non-trivial
process of terminating GTP-U tunnels. In the literature, different approaches have been proposed for
the appropriate handling of GTP-U data [27]. Among these, the “Local Breakout at the SGW” scheme
is a new architecture for MEC, which enables users to reach, over the same Access Point Name (APN),
both the ME apps and the operator’s core site applications [27,43].
In this approach, the ME data plane is co-located and relies on the SGW functional block of the
LTE network architecture [43]. Figure 7 provides a block scheme describing this approach, in which
the distributed SGW is at the edge together with the ME platform.
The traffic steering process uses the SGi-Local Break Out (SGi-LBO) interface, which allows for
traffic separation and a 3GPP-compliant level of security [27]. Such an interface corresponds to the
instantiated LBO-vl5 VL shown in Figure 6, and discussed in the previous sub-section.
The SGW-LBO approach offers mobile operators the possibility to steer consumer data traffic
based on any combination of the below policy set:

•

APN and user identifier;
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Application protocol;
Destination IP address;
Other IP flow filters, such as IP version and Differentiated Services Code Point marking.

Using this approach, some basic functionalities, such as billing (as shown in Figure 7) or lawful
interception capabilities [27], can straightforwardly be made available to telecom operators. This is
a practical advantage of significant importance in real-life deployments, which could be not easily
offered if other approaches, such as “Bump in the wire”, are adopted. For a more detailed comparison
of the different approaches to ME system deployment, interested readers can refer to Reference
[27].
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alias must be created.
Using this approach, some basic functionalities, such as billing (as shown in Figure 7) or lawful
The VNFD of any VNF that could require GPU resources then has the possibility to indicate
interception capabilities [27], can straightforwardly be made available to telecom operators. This is a
that specific flavor and thus require a compute node equipped with GPUs for the execution of the
practical advantage of significant importance in real‐life deployments, which could be not easily
described VNF.
offered if other approaches, such as “Bump in the wire”, are adopted. For a more detailed comparison
For the sake of brevity, we will skip further details, since flavor management in OpenStack and its
of the different approaches to ME system deployment, interested readers can refer to Reference [27].
use in VNFD is a well-established topic, which is out of the scope of this paper. Interested readers can
refer to Reference [38].
3.4. High‐Performance Computing Resources Management for CPU‐Intensive ME Apps
The use of HPC resources in the NFVI makes it possible to combine the advantages offered by
the differentiating
aspects that
characterizes
thepresence
proposed
system
is the presence
of
NFVOne
withofhigh
computing performance
levels
even in the
of ME
energy
consumption
or space
High‐Performance
Computing
GPUs)5.in the NFVI that hosts the ME apps. To manage
occupation constraints,
as will resources
be shown (i.e.,
in Section
such resources, the presented system exploits the PCI passthrough mode [25], and the standard
capabilities offered by the OpenStack VIM; in particular, it relies on OpenStack flavors [38], which
are used to define the compute, memory, and storage capacity of a virtual server.
To manage HPC resources in the NFVI, two preliminary steps must be carried out. First, in the
Openstack VIM, the descriptor of HPC‐equipped compute nodes must signal the presence of GPUs,
by including an ad hoc referencing alias [38]; then, a specific OpenStack flavor containing the same
alias must be created.
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4.1. The i-EVS ME App
4.1. The i‐EVS ME App
The i-EVS ME app consists of three VNF components (VNFCs), namely the “VTU” Media Engine
The i‐EVS ME app consists of three VNF components (VNFCs), namely the “VTU” Media Engine
(ME), the “eSTORE” repository, and the “dB” database.
(ME), the “eSTORE” repository, and the “dB” database.
4.1.1. VTU VNFC
4.1.1. VTU VNFC
The VTU, shown in Figure 8, provides three basic functionalities:
The VTU, shown in Figure 8, provides three basic functionalities:
•
Video transcoding capabilities;
Video
transcoding
capabilities;
•  Video
streaming
capabilities;

Video streaming capabilities;
•
System monitoring functionalities, to support the system maintenance process.

System monitoring functionalities, to support the system maintenance process.

Figure 8. The i-EVS VNF architecture.
Figure 8. The i‐EVS VNF architecture.

The VTU can convert video streams from one format to another, through transcoding, transrating,
The operations
VTU can (below,
convertthe
video
from includes
one format
to another,
through
transcoding,
and scaling
term streams
“transcoding”
transrating
and scaling
operations)
[24].
transrating,
and
scaling
operations
(below,
the
term
“transcoding”
includes
transrating
and scaling
Depending on the required service, the source video sequence could reside as a pre-recorded file
operations) [24]. Depending on the required service, the source video sequence could reside as a pre‐
on a storage system, or come as a real-time packet stream. The requested transcoding service could
recorded file on a storage system, or come as a real‐time packet stream. The requested transcoding
be mono-directional, as in video stream distribution applications, or bi-directional, as in real-time
service could be mono‐directional, as in video stream distribution applications, or bi‐directional, as
videoconferencing [24].
in real‐time videoconferencing [24].
The VTU supports the most popular video codecs, such as H.264, H.265, and VP8/VP9.
The VTU supports the most popular video codecs, such as H.264, H.265, and VP8/VP9. The VTU
The VTU takes advantage of the potential presence of NVIDIA GPUs to improve overall performance
takes advantage of the potential presence of NVIDIA GPUs to improve overall performance and
and efficiency.
efficiency.
Video streams published by users are recorded by the VTU and saved in a distributed storage
system (eSTORE), to be shared at a later time. In this way, pre-recorded video contents can be streamed
to single users, to an entire group, or to all the users.
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The testbed creates a physical area in which consumers, through their mobile devices, can access
the immersive video services offered by the i-EVS ME app running on the local ME system NFVI.
End users can move in the testbed area creating and sharing media contents using the
end-user app.
5.2. Performance Tests
The testbed described makes it possible to verify the behavior of the ME system and i-EVS under
stress conditions. To this end, qualitative tests have also been performed during real-life crowded
events in which the ME system and i-EVS have been demonstrated.
For example, during a crowded event (the 2018 Mobile Word Congress), we found that uploading
a file of a size equal to 100 MB at peak hours can take times of the order of tens of minutes, due to
congestion in the backhaul connection to the public Internet. Conversely, the same upload to the local
i-EVS eSTORE storage system, accessed through the same radio network, took about 20 s.
A key aspect for a commercial testbed is the computing performance it can achieve. Thus, in the
testbed, many loading tests were performed on i-EVS. In particular, the performance of the VTU VNFC
has been thoroughly characterized and compared to the one typically achievable in a standard data
center using only x86 architectures without HW acceleration.
An example of the performed tests is summarized in Table 1. In this test, parallel transcoding
sessions were launched, using video sequences (stored in the local eSTORE storage system) as inputs.
The VTU input files were in high-definition format (1920 × 1080 pixel), compressed according
to the H.264 coding scheme. For each input video sequence, the VTU VNF provides, as output,
four video sequences at different resolutions—namely VGA (480 × 640 pixel), HD480 (480 × 852 pixel),
HD720 (720 × 1280 pixel), and HD1080 (1080 × 1920 pixel)—so that users can access video contents
at the resolution that best fits their devices. The average time required by the parallel sessions to
complete the transcoding process was accurately measured by monitoring the VTU running instance,
and by temporally (and artificially) synchronizing the sessions. Since the number of frames of the
input video sequences was known a priori, the average transcoding performance expressed in terms
of processed frames per second (fps) was easily obtained.
Table 1. Transcoding performance of i-EVS with and without GPU.
Transcoding
Sessions

SW-Only Transcoding
Performance (fps)

GPU-Accelerated Transcoding
Performance (fps)

Performance
Improvement Using GPU

1
2
4
8
16

60.2
32.6
16.3
8.7
4.3

205
186.2
97.8
49.5
24.75

3.4×
5.8×
6×
5.7×
5.7×

The following table presents some significant results that show the different performance achieved
with and without GPU acceleration (with all the available virtual cores of the GOMA server assigned
to the VTU). The first column of Table 1 reports the number of concurrent sessions; the second and
third columns illustrate the performance in fps with and without GPU, respectively, while the last
column shows the acceleration factor achieved, expressed as the ratio of the achieved performance
with and without GPU.
The superiority of the GPU-accelerated solution is clear, and is even confirmed when considering
energy efficiency, as shown by the experiment summarized in Table 2. In this case, the basic
measurement setup was the same as Table 1. Additionally, the power consumption of the GOMA
server hosting i-EVS was monitored. To this end, power measurements were carried out in DC,
testing the current flowing on the reference voltages of the GOMA server motherboard (12 V, 5 V.
3.3 V). A current clump was used, with a resolution of 0.1 A, resulting in a maximum uncertainty of
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1.2 W (on 12 V voltage rail). Table 2 gives the observed transcoding performance expressed in fps,
normalized to the measured power consumption in Watt, thus obtaining the efficiency index expressed
in fps/Watt reported in the fourth column.
The results obtained can be used as a benchmark dimensioning the ME system at the edge,
given the required computing performance, and the constraints in terms of energy consumption and
space occupation.
Table 2. Transcoding efficiency of i-EVS with and without GPU.
Transcoding
Sessions

SW-Only Efficiency
(fps/Watt)

GPU-Accelerated Efficiency
(fps/Watt)

Efficiency Improvement
Using GPU

1
2
4
8
16

0.50
0.55
0.55
0.58
0.58

2.16
3.21
3.29
3.27
3.14

4×
5.8×
6×
5.6×
5.4×

6. Conclusions
This paper has presented an MEC in an NFV integrated environment, on which Mobile Edge
applications can run. The proposed architecture can overcome some known management problems
typically encountered in the integration of an MEC architecture with an NFV framework.
To demonstrate the capabilities offered by the system, an ME app for CPU-intensive immersive
video (named i-EVS) services has been described, combined with a related end-user app.
The virtualization infrastructure hosting the ME apps includes Graphical Processor Units,
hence also high CPU-intensive tasks can be performed. Experimental results which show the
effectiveness of the proposed solutions have been presented and briefly discussed.
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